This map is a guide and all Bee locations are correct at the time of print. More detailed maps are available on the Bee in the City app or check beeinthecitymcr.co.uk for the latest location updates.
Little Bees

1. Manchester Craft and Design Centre
2. The National Football Museum
3. Manchester Cathedral
4. Manchester Arndale
5. The Royal Exchange Theatre
6. The People’s History Museum
7. John Ryland’s Library
8. Central Library
9. HOME
10. Manchester Museum, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road
11. The Whitworth, Oxford Road
12. The Lowry Outlet, The Quays
13. The Lowry, The Quays
14. The HSBC UK National Cycling Centre
15. Longsight Library, Longsight
16. Didsbury Library, Didsbury
17. The Forum, Wythenshawe
18. North City Library, Harpurhey
19. The Stables Cafe, Heaton Park

Please check with the venues for opening times.
*From 23 - 28 August The LGBTQ+ Queen Bee will be moving temporarily to participate in the Manchester Pride celebrations.
38. USBee
Artist: Jezzy Lynn McCall
Location: First Street
Sponsor: Well Pharmacy
Location: Spinningfields Square
39. Wild Manchester
Artist: Kathleen Smith
Sponsor: House of Fraser
Location: House of Fraser
40. City in the Bee
Artist: Hammo
Location: New Bailey
Sponsor: New Bailey
41. Sylvia
Artist: Sneezy Raccoon
Location: Spinningfields
Sponsor: UNISON
42. The Sky is Not the Limit
Artist: Tim Sutcliffe
Sponsor: Museum of Science and Industry
Location: Museum of Science and Industry
43. I Wanna Bee Adored
Artist: Lesley Hamilton
Location: New College Street
44. Pablo Bee-Cassio
Artist: Jenny Leonard
Sponsor: Pinsent Masons LLP
Location: Crown Square
45. A Worker Bee’s Work is Never Done
Artist: Laura-Kate Chapman
Sponsor: The Oast House
Location: The Avenue
46. Love
Artist: Caroline Dowsett
Sponsor: BDO LLP
Location: The Avenue
47. Rocket, the Steam (punk) Bee
Artist: Sinclair Illustration
Sponsor: Browne Jacobson LLP
Location: Spinningfields Square
48. Bee-vina McCall
Artist: Lee Pryce
Sponsor: Well Pharmacy
Location: Spinningfields Square
49. Agnes Bee-den Powell
Artist: Jodie Silverman
Sponsor: Girlguiding Manchester
Location: Great Northern Square
50. A City Transformed
Artist: Helen Russell Creations
Sponsor: Great Northern Warehouse
Location: Great Northern Square
51. Industrious
Artist: Tim Sutcliffe
Sponsor: Museum of Science and Industry
Location: Museum of Science and Industry
52. Bee Live in MCR
Artist: Amy Coney
Sponsor: SJM Concerts
Location: Corner of Liverpool Road and Lower Byrom Street
53. Benny the Bee
Artist: Hammo
Sponsor: Ellis Brigham Mountain Sports
Location: Duke Street, Castlfield
54. Lock Keeper’s Bee
Artist: Adam Pryce
Sponsor: Well Pharmacy
Location: Outside Merchant’s Warehouse, Castlfield
55. Steam-Powered Bee
Artist: Karis Viola Lambert
Sponsor: Biffa
Location: Castle Street, Castlfield
56. Manchester’s Buzz Bee
Artist: Tom Bradner
Sponsor: Melink
Location: Deansgate-Castlefield Metrolink stop
57. Bee Here Now
Artist: Joseph Venning
Sponsor: INNSIDE by Meliá Manchester
Location: INNSIDE by Meliá Manchester
58. The BeeHolder
Artist: Jessica Perrin
Sponsor: Crowne Plaza & Staybridge Suites Manchester - Oxford Road
Location: James Grigor Square, First Street
59. Bee-bop-a-raver
Artist: Caroline Daly
Sponsor: Ask Real Estate, Rise Manchester PATRIZIA UK
Location: Tony Wilson Place, First Street
60. Manchester STEM Bee
Artist: Kelly Stanford
Sponsor: ARUP
Location: Oxford Road Station
61. My Heart Belongs in this Place
Artist: Kim Hubball
Sponsor: Brunwood
Location: Hatch, Oxford Road
62. Bee Active
Artist: Andy Parle and local kids attending Urban Expression
Sponsor: MCRactive
Location: Manchester Aquatics Centre, Oxford Road
63. The Love Bee
Artist: Nisha Grover
Sponsor: St Peter’s House Chapelaincy
Location: St Peter’s House Chapelaincy, Oxford Road
64. Bee Inspired
Artist: Kate Eggleston-Wirtz
Sponsor: University of Manchester
Location: The Quadrant, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road
65. Not too Shab-bee
Artist: Thomas Wolski
Sponsor: ISG
Location: The Whitworth (inside)
66. BZZZ!!
Artist: KrikSix in collaboration with Jason Heppenstall
Sponsor: Manchester Science Partnerships
Location: Bright Building, Manchester Science Park, Lloyd Street
67. Beejing
Artist: Jessica Perrin
Sponsor: Crowne Plaza & Staybridge Suites Manchester - Oxford Road
Location: James Grigor Square, First Street
68. To Bee or not to Bee
Artist: Susan Webber
Sponsor: Manchester Metropolitan University
Location: All Saints Park
69. Buzzwiz van Bee-thovan
Artist: Caroline Heath Evans
Sponsor: AEW
Location: Barbiorli Square
70. Bliing Bee
Artist: Jayne Ford
Sponsor: Manchester Central
Location: Manchester Central
71. Map of the Worker Bees
Artist: Caroline Coates
Sponsor: Marketing
Location: Mount Street
72. The Birds and the Beees
Artist: Caroline Daly
Sponsor: Manchester Evening News
Location: Albert Square
73. This is Manchester
Artist: Celine Elliott
Sponsor: Mace
Location: Albert Square
74. Crown Jewels
Artist: Ambrin
Sponsor: Willmott Dixon
Location: Manchester Art Gallery (inside)
75. ‘Bee Lieve’ in Manchester
Artist: Jessica Perrin
Sponsor: HSBC UK National Cycling Centre
Location: HSBC UK National Cycling Centre (outside)
76. Polly-doo-you-remember?
Artist: Caroline Greiling
Sponsor: Age-Friendly Manchester and Manchester Health & Care Commissioning: Bee funded by the NTA
Location: Clayton Hall, Clayton
77. Bee Unique
Artist: Quebek
Sponsor: Longsight Buzz / Great Places Housing Group / One Manchester
Location: Crowcroft Park, Longsight
78. Bee Animation by: Factory
Powered by: Mediaworks
Painted by: Lizzie Rose
Chapman
Sponsor: Wild in Art
Location: St Peter’s Square
79. Distiller-bee
Artist: Laura-Kate Chapman
Sponsor: Manchester Gin
Location: St Peter’s Square
80. Mike Summer-Bee
Artist: Adam Pekr - Inversion
Sponsor: Football Club
Location: St Peter’s Square
81. Bee-longing
Artist: Neeyeque working with the Rainbow Haven Community
Sponsor: Rainbow Haven
Location: The National Squash Centre
82. Mo
Artist: Donna Newman
Sponsor: Sports Tours International
Location: Manchester Regional Arena
83. I’d Rather Bee Cycling
Artist: Jessica Perrin
Sponsor: HSBC UK National Cycling Centre
Location: HSBC UK National Cycling Centre (outside)
84. Anonyous
Artist: Jessica Perrin
Sponsor: Age-Friendly Manchester and Manchester Health & Care Commissioning: Bee funded by the NTA
Location: Clayton Hall, Clayton
85. Bee Unique
Artist: Quebek
Sponsor: Longsight Buzz / Great Places Housing Group / One Manchester
Location: Crowcroft Park, Longsight
86. The Bee with no name
Artist: Jodie Silverman
Sponsor: The Owl and The Coconut supported by Great Places Housing Group, One Manchester, Cllr Rahman,
Cllr Noor, Cllr Sheikh and Cllr Stone
Location: Village Green, Levenshulme
87. DDSbee
Artist: John Hamilton
Sponsor: Didsbury in Bloom and the Neighbourhood Improvement Fund
Location: Didsbury Library Business Centre
88. Sneezeebee
Created by: Pam Smart and Michelle Turton
Sponsor: Medicines Evaluation Unit
Location: Medicines Evaluation Unit, Wythenshawe Hospital
89. Overgrown
Artist: Lizzie Rose Chapman
Sponsor: Wythenshawe Hospital
Location: The Forum, Wythenshawe
90. 80 Years Around the World
Artist: Mike Richardson
Sponsor: Manchester Airport Group and Airport City Manchester
Location: Manchester Airport Station (inside)
91. Blue Bee-ter
Artist: Jodie Silverman
Sponsor: BBC Radio Manchester, Blue Peter and Peel Media Ltd.
Location: The Blue Peter Garden, MediaCityUK
92. Gravit-Bee
Artist: Lauren Buffery
Sponsor: Wild in Art
Location: MediaCityUK
93. Beedazzle
Artist: Joseph Venning
Sponsor: Manchester United Football Club
Location: Manchester United Football Club
94. Bee United
Artist: Joseph Venning
Sponsor: Manchester United Football Club
Location: Manchester United Football Club
95. Bee Together
Artist: Lynda Sterling
Sponsor: Limelight Trafford
Location: St Bride’s Way, Old Trafford
96. Collyhurst Comb
Artist: Graham Hudson
Sponsor: Procure Plus
Location: Church of the Saviour, Collyhurst
97. Harpurbee
Artist: Guy McGeeley
Sponsor: Manchester Youth Zone
Location: funded by the NHS
Location: Manchester Youth Zone
98. Bee-yond Expectations
Artist: Wild Portrait Artist, Dan Fox and Mind’s Eye
Sponsor: Henshaws
Funded by the NHS
Location: North Manchester General Hospital, Crumpsall
99. Bee Blackley
Artist: Lizzie Rose Chapman
Sponsor: Team Hive Blackley
Location: Plant Hill Park, Higher Blackley
100. Miss bEATon
Artist: Jen Pye
Sponsor: Manchester United Football Club
Location: Manchester United Football Club
101. Flora
Artist: John Hamilton
Sponsor: Didsbury in Bloom and the Neighbourhood Improvement Fund
Location: Didsbury Library Business Centre